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Abstract: Nowadays, increasing attention is being paid to techniques aimed at assessing a subject’s
ability to maintain or regain control of balance, thus reducing the risk of falls. To this end,
posturographic analyses are performed in different clinical settings, both in unperturbed and
perturbed conditions. This article presents a new Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) equipment designed
for the development of an automatic perturbator for postural control analysis, capable of providing
controlled mechanical stimulation by means of an impulsive force exerted on a given point of the body.
The experimental equipment presented here includes the perturbator and emulates its interaction
with both the subject’s body and the operator performing the test. The development of the perturbator
and of the entire HIL equipment is described, including component selection, modeling of the entire
system, and experimentally verified simulations used to study and define the most appropriate
control laws.

Keywords: postural control; posturography; human–machine interaction; impulsive force control;
pneumo-tronics; Hardware-In-the-Loop

1. Introduction

Balance control is fundamental for the performance of many everyday life activities. The complex
systems controlling balance may be significantly affected by certain pathologies as well as by aging,
and hence it is critically important to develop techniques aimed at objectively evaluating the skills
of a subject to maintain balance or to regain it when subjected to a perturbation. Clinicians typically
perform balance analyses in static or dynamic posturographic trials. The latter option requires that an
adequate external perturbation be delivered to the patient, to evoke a postural response of sufficient
magnitude. Typically, mechanical perturbations are imparted by direct application of a force to the
body of the subject [1–6] or by sliding and tilting the base of support [7–11], as widely described in the
literature. However, a system for postural perturbation should also allow for selecting magnitude,
point of application and direction of the stimuli, to better fit the specific clinical purpose and patient
conditions, but these features are not often guaranteed by the available technology. Current clinical
protocols often lack standardized procedures to assess postural control function under dynamic
condition. Moreover, they mostly rely on qualitative and subjective assessment. Unstable surfaces
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are just one of the possible challenges to balance maintenance. Unexpected impact forces to the body,
as may be provided by collisions with other people and moving objects, are a frequent cause of falls in
many sports activities, working conditions, and in everyday life. Balance perturbations due to body
collisions elicit different postural reflexes and body reactions than surface displacements, but have
been poorly investigated, possibly also due to the lack of adequate testing devices which account
for the individual physical parameters of the subject body. In particular, the same perturbation can
stress a human body in different ways depending on its height, weight, and inertia around affected
joints. In order to achieve a standardized scalability of the perturbation, it is particularly relevant to
develop techniques and systems capable of generating customized and accurate stimuli to subjects with
different anthropometric characteristics. For this reason, our work has focused on the development
of a mechanical perturbator device with these characteristics, which can operate autonomously or
possibly in collaboration with other systems, for example based on a mobile support base, to provide
even more complex patterns of perturbation, if required by the specific clinical investigation.

Besides the perturbation system, posturography requires appropriate systems of sensors to detect
and record the body response, consistent with the planned analysis. Typically, postural responses can
be described using kinetics and/or kinematic means, as well as by the analysis of muscular activity,
as detected by electromyography [12]. However, among the several measurements available, the ones
related to the displacement of the Center of Pressure, defined as the instantaneous position of the
mean of the base of support reactive forces to the subject’s weight, are commonly used to analyze
postural response both in static and in dynamic condition [5,7,9,13–16]. In addition, analyses based on
3-D motion capture are also performed to study the movement of the human body during posture
recovery by means of optoelectronic systems [17,18] and inertial measurement units (IMUs) [19–22].
All these data may be finally correlated with the perturbation to render an objective assessment of
the subject’s postural control. Models of postural control systems are also currently implemented to
support the study of postural reactions [2,23–26]: these are generally described by the combination
of an active (neuro-muscular) and a passive (inertial and viscoelastic) response, the former being
particularly affected by aging or neuro-muscular diseases.

Human–machine physical interaction is one of the most relevant topics in modern robotics,
being strategic in many applications, e.g., safety contacts in collaborative robots [27–29],
tele-manipulation tasks [30], techniques for robot-aided rehabilitation [31,32] or surgery [33]. Due to
the different complexity of these applications, several control techniques for contact force regulation
have been developed, with different performance and specifications. In all these applications, it is
fundamental to monitor contacts between the machine and the human being. This can be addressed
by both passive strategies (e.g., by endowing a mechanical structure with compliant elements) and
active control strategies. In the latter, it is necessary to implement monitoring devices and actuators to
control in real time the entity of the interaction force. Some examples of active control architectures
developed for contact force regulation are hybrid force/position [34] and impedance or admittance
controllers [35,36]. In the first architectures, the system is shifted from a position reference to a force
reference when a contact force is detected over a specific threshold. On the other hand, impedance
and admittance control consists of the regulation of mass, stiffness and damping values associated
with the overall mechanical impedance of the system under analysis. Impedance control focuses
on trajectory tracking, whereas admittance control is based on a force reference. In addition to the
aforementioned techniques, more complex control schemes have been developed and can be found in
the literature [37,38].

Control architectures can rely on traditional linear controllers as well as on more refined control
strategies as predictive control or model-based robust control [39,40]. Although the latter accounts
for any non-linearity in the system, thus theoretically providing improved performance with respect
to simpler linear controllers, a more complex formulation of the control logic can be particularly
demanding, and the efficiency of the result strictly depends on the accuracy of the modelling of the
plant. Moreover, these techniques often rely on additional data relating to the state of the system,
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thus requiring a larger number of transducers as well as the development of methodologies aimed at
the estimation of unknown quantities that cannot be easily measured [41].

This paper describes a new test-bench conceived for the development of an automatic perturbator
aimed at providing a pre-set impulsive contact force to a subject, for clinical evaluation of his postural
control ability. The perturbator is based on a linear pneumatic actuator controlled by means of two flow
proportional valves. The contact force which originates from the interaction between the perturbator
and the subject must be regulated with very demanding features in terms of high dynamics and
accuracy, since it must interact with the neuro-sensory apparatus of the subject. An analytical model of
the human–machine interface, which is described in detail, supports the Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL)
design. The behavior of the model was compared with experimental data collected from the test-bench.
The objective of this work is to show that the proposed HIL system enables an extensive design of
the automatic perturbator by appropriate selection of pneumatic components and sensors with the
final aim to optimize the performance of the system in terms of force control accuracy. Moreover,
the automatic perturbator was tested in a realistic environment, thanks to the ability of the HIL
equipment to reproduce the main conditions of a typical dynamic posturographic trial.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The Automatic Perturbator (AP)

The AP shown in Figure 1 was conceived for the generation of mechanical perturbations to human
subjects with the main objective being to analyze postural responses in normal subjects and specific
patient cohorts. It consists of six fundamental parts, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The automatic perturbator (AP) with its main components: 1. double acting cylinder;
2. two three-way flow proportional valves; 3. uniaxial load cell; 4. end pad for interface with subject;
5. operating handles; 6. trigger button.

The main features of the AP were outlined in previous works [42,43]. It is based on a double
acting linear pneumatic actuator, mounted on an integral frame with two handles, which are used
by an operator to select the point of application and the direction of the perturbation. The latter
must be scalable and adaptable, as well as accurate and repeatable in order to allow for selective and
unbiased exploration of the postural control system parameters. Given the simple architecture of the
device, the possibility to exert multiple perturbations at the same time (with multiple APs) or to opt
for different configurations (such as a fixed or handled AP) represents a significant step forward in
perturbators design. Regarding the characteristics of the perturbation, this is an impulsive contact force
with short duration (50–250 ms) and limited amplitude of about 50–100 N. The duration should be
short enough to limit the overlapping with the active neuro-muscular response of the subject, and the
maximum amplitude should be significant enough to evoke a relevant response while avoiding risk to
the subject or evoking a ‘step compensation’, a strategy used by human beings in order to avert the
risk of falling. Since in the present context, evaluation of the response involves the calculation of the
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Center of Pressure (CoP) displacement relative to the base of support, the test is conducted while the
subject stands on a force platform. The operator is typically positioned behind the subject, to avoid
anticipatory control actions (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. (a) Configuration of a dynamic posturographic trial, ϑ1 and ϑ2 refer, respectively, to the
oscillations of the operator and of the subject about the respective ankle joints; (b) modelling of
operator’s and subject’s motion through linear translations x1 and x2.

2.2. The Test-Bench

In order to investigate the performance of the AP under actual operating conditions,
the “Hardware-In-the-Loop” (HIL) approach was adopted, based on the integration of the AP
in a specific bench capable of emulating its interaction with the operator and with the subject on trial,
as shown in Figure 2. An experimental bench, used in previous works on the same topic [42,43],
was prepared for testing several versions of the AP. An accurate analytical model of the whole
system was derived. The simulations of the dynamic behavior of the model were aimed both at the
design of the AP and its control, and at the definition of the most effective characteristics of the same
experimental bench.

Numerous analytical models of the human body in posturographic trials have been reported in
the literature, with various levels of complexity [44,45]. In such models, the subject’s response may be
considered as the sum of a passive and instantaneous part, strictly correlated with the body mechanical
impedance, and an active part, due to the intervention of postural motor reflexes, taking place after
a given latency period. By designing the HIL equipment, only the passive part of the response
was considered. Noteworthy, it is impossible to practically emulate the active one, which is strictly
subject-dependent. To represent the passive response in the case of large perturbations, multi-segmental
modeling would be indicated, since the evoked postural response likely affects different body segments.
Since in our posturographic trials the perturbations given to the back of the subject were of limited
magnitude, thus producing small oscillations of the body in the sagittal plane at most, the observed
response could be simulated in the equipment by a simple 1-degree-of-freedom (DoF) mechanical
impedance, in which the body is modeled as a single link inverted pendulum rotating around the ankle
joint axis and provided with viscoelastic rotational stiffness. The same considerations can be applied
to the operator, who can be emulated in the equipment by a second 1-DoF mechanical impedance.
Since the angular oscillations of both subject’s and operator’s bodies were small, in the model as well
as in the test bench, they were considered and realized as linear translations, like the motion provided
by the actuator integrated in the perturbator (see Figure 2).

Figure 3 shows the CAD model and actual HIL equipment specimen, whose component details are
reported in Table 1. The pneumatic actuator of the AP (11) and an impacted mass (8), which represents
the subject, are placed on two independent plates, (12) and (7), respectively, which slide on linear
guides (9) by means of carts (13) and are connected to the fixed frame by means of viscoelastic dampers
(1), which respectively model the passive reaction of the operator and of the subject. The two valves
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(2) are placed just above the cylinder in order to shorten the pipes and hence to improve the dynamic
response of the actuator. The potentiometers (6) are linked in parallel to the viscoelastic dampers and
are used to measure the absolute position of cylinder body and mass. The laser sensor (10) is fixed
to the body of the cylinder and is used to measure the cylinder stroke. A load cell (5), along with its
support (3), is fixed to the rod end and is integral with the target of the laser sensor (4) as well as with
the striker (15) placed at the end of the perturbator.
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Figure 3. CAD model (a) and specimen (b) of Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) equipment.

Table 1. Details of the HIL equipment.

Number Component

1 Viscoelastic dampers (×2)
2 Flow-proportional valves (×2)
3 Support for load cell
4 Target for optical sensor
5 Load Cell, range 50 kgf (UMM, Dacell Co. Ltd., Cheongju, Korea)
6 Linear potentiometer PZ-34-A-100 (Gefran S.p.A., Provaglio D’Iseo, Italy) (×2)
7 Support for the stricken mass
8 Stricken mass, representing the subject
9 Linear guide C-SHR28-1000-B4 (MISUMI Europa GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany) (×2)
10 Laser sensor Q4XTULAF300-Q8 (Banner Engineering Corp., Plymouth (MN), USA)
11 Pneumatic actuator
12 Support for cylinder
13 Cart (×8)
14 Support for viscoelastic damper (×2)
15 Perturbator end striker
16 Support for the potentiometer

The dampers allow a limited motion of about 30 mm of the perturbator and of the stricken
mass, and they can be regulated in order to adjust their stiffness and damping coefficients. The most
important components of the perturbator are the pneumatic actuator and the two proportional valves.
In order to individuate the best configuration, two different commercial low-friction cylinders (Ca and
Cb) and two models of valves (Va and Vb) were mounted and tested in our equipment:

• Cylinder Ca: ISO 15552 model (Metal Work S.p.A., Italy); stroke: 120 mm; bore: 32 mm; weight:
3 kg; moving mass: 0.18 kg; provided with Nitrile Butadiene Rubber seals;

• Cylinder Cb: MQMLB25TFH-100D model (SMC Corporation, Japan); stroke: 100 mm; bore:
25 mm; weight: 2.7 kg; moving mass: 0.15 kg; a metal seal ultra-low friction cylinder with
minimum working pressure 0.005 MPa;
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• Valve Va: 3AF2 model (CKD Co. Ltd., Japan); pressure range 0–10 bar; max conductance
1.97 × 10−8 (Nm3)/(sPa); critical ratio 0.14; dead band 0.5 V;

• Valve Vb: LRWD2-34 model (Camozzi Automation S.p.A., Italy); pressure range 0–10 bar;
max conductance 1.68 × 10−8 (Nm3)/(sPa); critical ratio 0.36; dead band 0.2 V.

3. Analytical Model of the HIL Equipment

3.1. The Mechanical Impedance of the Subject and the Operator

The physical model of the HIL equipment is depicted in Figure 4. The interaction with
the operator who handles the device is taken into account by a viscoelastic impedance (k1 and
β1) connecting the AP to the fixed frame. The human subject can be also assumed as a second
mechanical impedance (M2, k2 and β2), thus emulating only the passive response of the human body.
The mechanical characteristics of the end striker, combined with the properties of tissues in the contact
area, are represented by constants k3 and β3, which have been defined with a Kelvin–Voigt model.
M1 and m are, respectively, the masses of perturbator’s body and of piston + rod. G1 and G2 are the air
flow rates entering the cylinder’s chambers, regulated by three-ways flow proportional valves V1 and
V2. All parameters used in the HIL equipment model are listed in the nomenclature of Table 2.
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Table 2. Nomenclature of parameters of HIL equipment model.

Symbol Description Unit

ds Diameter of the piston rod mm
dc Diameter of the cylinder mm
m Mass of the piston and rod kg

M1 Mass of the cylinder body kg
M2 Mass of the subject kg
x0 Half of the stroke of the rod mm
xm Dead band of the chamber mm
Pi Initial pressure in the chamber bar
Ti Initial temperature in the chamber K
n Polytropic coefficient of air
γ Viscous coefficient of air N·s/m
Ps Supply pressure bar
Ffr Friction force on the piston rod N

Cmax Max conductance of the valve L/(s·bar)
Vmax Max command voltage of the valve V

Kv Static flow gain of the valve L/(s·bar·V)
τ Valve response time ms
k1 Elastic constant of the operator N/m
β1 Damping coefficient of the operator N·s/m
k2 Elastic constant of the subject N/m
β2 Damping coefficient of the subject N·s/m
k3 Elastic constant of the buffer N/m
β3 Damping coefficient of the buffer N·s/m
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3.2. Proportional Valves

The flow proportional valves are modeled according to the ISO 6358, thus they work as pneumatic
nozzles characterized by a sonic conductance C and a critical ratio b. Considering PA and PB,
respectively, as the upstream and downstream absolute pressures, and ρ0 as the air density at 25 ◦C,
the flow rate G was calculated as:

G = ρ0PAC for 0 <
PB

PA
≤ b, G = ρ0PAC

√
1−

(
PB/PA − b

1− b

)2

for b <
PB

PA
≤ 1 (1)

Equation (1) is used to calculate the flow rate through each valve: it is considered positive when
the flow enters a cylinder’s chamber, and vice versa. The conductance C is not constant, but depends
on the sectional area, which can be varied by means of a command signal. Assuming the variation of
the conductance linear with respect to the voltage command Vref, the following simplified relation
is considered:

C = Kv Vref (2)

in which Kv is the static flow gain of the valve, equal to:

Kv =
Cmax

Vmax
(3)

To consider the dynamic effect of each valve on the system, a first order dynamics was assumed,
as reported in Equation (4):

C =
Kv

1 + τs
Vref (4)

3.3. Pneumatic Cylinder

Each chamber of the double acting pneumatic cylinder is modeled as a variable volume V,
filled with air with density ρ, according to Equation (5):

Gin −Gout =
d(ρV)

dt
= ρ

dV
dt

+ V
dρ
dt

(5)

In Equation (5), Gin is the flow at the inlet, whereas Gout is the flow at the outlet. Solving Equation (5)
for each chamber, assuming that the variation of volume only depends on the stroke of the piston, yields:

dP1

dt
=

G1nRT1i

A1(x0 + xm1 + x3)
( P1

P1i

) 1
n−1
−

P1n
(x0 + xm1 + x3)

dx3

dt
(6)

dP2

dt
=

G2nRT2i

A2(x0 + xm2 − x3)
( P2

P2i

) 1
n−1

+
P2n

(x0 + xm1 − x3)

dx3

dt
(7)

The subscript 1 and 2 refer, respectively, to the rear and front chamber of the cylinder, while x3 is the
relative position of the piston rod with respect to the cylinder barrel, starting from the central position.

The dynamics of the piston rod is described by Equation (8), which refers to Figure 5:

m
(

d2x3

dt2 +
d2x1

dt2

)
+ γ

dx3

dt
+ Fe + P2A2 − P1A1 + Ffr · sgn

(
dx3

dt

)
= 0 (8)

In Equation (8), x1 is the absolute displacement of the cylinder body; thus, x1 + x3 is equal to
the absolute position of the piston rod. Fe is the external force acting on the piston rod, given by the
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contact between the perturbator and the subject. The dynamics of the cylinder (Figure 6) is expressed
by the following equation:

m
(

d2x3

dt2 +
d2x1

dt2

)
+ M1

d2x1

dt2 + Fe + K1x1 + β1
dx1

dt
= 0 (9)
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The external force acting on the piston rod is related to the compression of the interface (buffer),
described by the Kelvin–Voigt model, during the impact phase. The equilibrium of the end striker at
the interface (Figure 7) is expressed as:

Fe = K3(x3 + x1 − dx− x2) + β3

(
dx3

dt
+

dx1

dt
−

dx2

dt

)
(10)

in which dx is the initial distance between the rod and the stricken body, whose displacement is x2.
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3.4. Stricken Body

Considering the forces acting along the direction of the perturbation, the dynamics of the stricken
body, modeled as a 1-DoF mechanical impedance (see Figure 8), is given by:

M2
d2x2

dt2 + β2
dx2

dt
+ K2x2 = Fe = K3(x3 + x1 − dx− x2) + β3

(
dx3

dt
+

dx1

dt
−

dx2

dt

)
(11)
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4. Control Strategies of the HIL Equipment

4.1. AP Control Architecture

A scheme of the AP control architecture is depicted in Figure 9. Preliminary analyses [46]
performed by the authors on healthy subjects by means of a manual perturbator (MP) highlighted a
direct correlation between CoP displacement and the impulse of the contact force, i.e., the integral of
the force over time. This correlation was significantly higher than that calculated between the CoP
displacement and the peak of the force. Moreover, the duration of the force impulse had to be limited
to 50–250 ms, the time during which a passive rather than a passive + active response of the body is
anticipated. In terms of accuracy and dynamic response, this is a high demand for the control system,
especially when the high nonlinearities and low dynamics typical of pneumatic systems are considered.
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Basically, the AP must track a given reference profile of the contact force, with particular focus on
the desired value of the force impulse. As described in [42], the control logic is based on a state-machine
architecture, with the sequence of four phases (idle, approach, strike, return) triggered by an external
command. A scheme is reported in Figure 10.
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The only feedback signal used to perform the force control during impact is provided by the
load cell, whereas the motion of the piston rod during approach and return phases (i.e., before and
after the contact) could be controlled in open or closed (e.g., by position or velocity feedback) loop.
In any case, it is essential to select the appropriate values of the valves’ command signals in order to
perform fast transients. The control logic enables the switching between motion control phases and
the force control strike phase, which is based on a simple PI controller. The logic is implemented in
Simulink® (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick (MA), USA), Stateflow® toolbox, and directly uploaded on a
Real-Time Target Machine (dSPACE®, Paderborn, Germany) used for data acquisition and control
(200 Hz sampling frequency).

The dynamics of the system, relevant for allowing precise timing of the perturbations, is taken
into account by selection of pneumatic components with proper characteristics: low friction for the
cylinder, high flow coefficient for the valves. To shorten the length of the pipes, the valves are placed
on a frame integral with the actuator, hence they are part of the AP which is maneuvered directly
by the operator. For this reason, the components have to be as lightweight as possible. In the tested
configuration, the overall weight of the AP was about 3 kg.

4.2. Control Logic Implementation

The control architecture has been developed with reference to the HIL system model of Figure 4.
The control system comprises of four subsystems as shown in Figure 11:

1. control system of the impact phase;
2. control system of the desired force profile;
3. selection of operative phases;
4. model of dynamic system.
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The subsystem 3 regulates the complete process of perturbation that is composed of four phases.
The four phases are:

I. Idle: the voltage of each valve is reduced to zero. It is the starting condition of the whole system;
II. Approach: the rear chamber of the actuator is supplied while the front chamber is discharged,

to move the piston rod from the initial retracted condition towards the subject’s mass;
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III. Strike: a PI controller is used to modulate the valves’ command signals in order to reduce the
difference between the desired force (set) and the feedback signal from the load cell;

IV. Return: the actuator’s front chamber is supplied and the rear chamber is discharged to perform
the high speed retraction of piston.

The logic of the control system is based on the concept that only one phase should be active at the
same time during the process. The start signal shifts the system from the Idle phase (I) to the Approach
phase (II), in which the piston is extended. If the measured contact force exceeds a pre-set threshold,
the system shifts into the Strike phase (III) and performs the contact force profile tracking. The Return
phase (IV) is activated when the force signal drops below a defined threshold. Following phase IV
(Return), a timeout control forces the system to return to phase (I) within few seconds.

The reference force generation block allows the user to set customizable profiles, in terms of shape,
amplitude and duration. For instance, the impulse could be set as a constant signal with a predefined
level and duration, or as a ramp to reduce the dynamics of the force error signal. The model is able
to detect when the contact between perturbator tip and environment actually occurs; this is verified
when the condition in Equation (12) is true:

x1 + x3 − dx ≥ x2 (12)

where x1, x2, and x3 are, respectively, the displacements of the cylinder frame, of the subject, and of
the piston with respect to the cylinder frame (see Figures 5, 6 and 8). Since the actual control of HIL
equipment was realized on a dSPACE® Real-Time target system, programmed directly in Simulink®

Real-Time, the model control logic was implemented in the same environment.
A laser sensor (component 10, in Figure 3) was used for real time detection of the x3 displacement;

using this information, by means of a closed-loop motion control, it is possible to impose the striker
speed at the impact. The difference between a desired velocity value and the actual velocity calculated
from the sensor output is used by a PI controller to provide the command signal for the valves’ drivers.

5. Simulations

The most important result of the simulations is the plot of the force vs. time comparing the
reference force with the actual force imparted by the perturbator to the stricken mass in several
combinations of pneumatic actuators (Ca and Cb) and proportional valves (Va and Vb). Moreover,
some conditions, like the effect of a different initial distance between the end striker and the stricken
mass on tracking accuracy, have been investigated. Some significant output such as the tracking error
(difference between actual and desired force during phase III), the actual force impulse, i.e., the integral
over time, and its difference with respect to the desired impulse (accuracy error), were calculated in
each simulation. The parameters required to run the model (Table 2) were set according to datasheets
(for valves and actuators) and data obtained from characterization of the test-bench (e.g., for the
dampers). Unknown parameters, such as the friction force on the piston rod, were estimated by
iterative tuning of the model, in order to match the behavior observed during experimentation.

Simulations have been performed with several values of the proportional and integral gains of
the PI controller, kp and ki. In general, by raising kp, an increase in accuracy error and a decrease in
tracking error were observed. Moreover, the impulse value was significantly affected by variation of
kp. In particular, kp values between 0 and 20 provided the most significant changes in the impulse.
By means of an iterative procedure, it was possible to individuate the value of kp = 5 as a good trade off.

In Figure 12a, a comparison between the performance provided by cylinders Ca and Cb is shown.
The simulation was conducted at fixed constrains (both dampers locked). The behavior with cylinder
Cb seemed to be more reactive, probably because of the lower friction given by metal seals rather than
NBR seals of Ca. These results were obtained considering the characteristics and response time of the
Vb type valves.
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stricken mass, using cylinder Ca.

Another point of interest was the effect of the initial distance between the load cell and the stricken
mass. Piston speed at the impact can affect the accuracy of the force tracking during phase III. In a
clinical environment, it would be impractical to ask the operator to maintain a fixed value of initial
distance between perturbator and subject. Figure 12b shows the results for an initial distance dx
variable from 0.02 to 0.1 m, using cylinder Ca. As shown by the plots, the performance of the force
tracking is largely unaffected by the different initial positioning of the perturbator with respect to the
subject, proving the reliability of our control solution.

6. Experimental Trials

In the model simulations, real-time control of the piston velocity allowed accurate and reliable
force tracking. In our previous works [42,43], the AP was driven during phase II in open loop, hence
valves’ command signals had to be finely tuned to achieve the desired velocity at impact. However,
this control strategy did not provide a reliable behavior, especially when the initial distance between
striker and stricken body changed significantly. Therefore, experimental trials carried out with the
test-bench were primarily aimed at verifying the effectiveness of motion closed-loop control and
eventually the confirmation of the results outlined in Figure 12b. Moreover, it was crucial to test the
force tracking performance under different selected components (valves and cylinders).

A comparison between the performance of cylinders Ca and Cb is presented in Figure 13a–b
when Vb valves were selected. Each plot shows five consecutive perturbations in fixed constraints
configuration (i.e., both AP and stricken body carts locked). Consistently with simulations of Figure 12a,
the two cylinders behaved similarly, with comparable performance in magnitude and impulse accuracy,
as well as in rise and fall time. Oscillations in the force signal were observed during phase II just
before impact (t = 0, Figure 13), likely related to inertial effects on load cell and connected masses.
Those oscillations were smoothed out in the following trials, when the piston motion was closed loop
controlled during phase II (Figures 14 and 15, at the bottom). As shown in Figure 13c, valves Va

behaved significantly worse than Vb, with the latter demonstrating better dynamics while allowing a
more accurate behavior of the contact force profile for lower duration of the impulse. Some differences
were highlighted also in the switching phase from phase II to III, where the Va valves seemed to
be more sensitive to sudden variations in the command signal. However, this result confirms the
need for high flow rate and short response time in order to meet the performance requirements of
the application.
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perturbations are shown.

As shown in Figure 13, the system demonstrated a good tracking accuracy in fixed constraints
configuration. Figure 14 shows the force tracking results when Cb and Vb were selected in a more
realistic scenario, i.e., when both carts were free to move under viscoelastic constraints. Although force
profile tracking was less accurate, the perturbations were still repeatable and capable of providing
quite accurate values of the force impulse.
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The effect of closed loop motion control (during phase II) on force tracking accuracy, for several
choices of initial distance dx between the perturbator and the stricken body, is shown in Figure 15.
While the behavior of the system was critically affected by dx in open loop control (Figure 15, at the
top), the accuracy and repeatability were particularly consistent when closed loop control of the
piston position was considered (Figure 15, at the bottom). With respect to the behavior observed in
Figure 13, the oscillations during the initial motion of the piston were also reduced. For these reasons,
closed-loop position control seems the best choice to use for clinical applications in order to achieve
reliable performance.
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Figure 15. Experimental force tracking, with viscoelastic constraints, cylinder Cb and valve Vb.
Open-loop motion control (a–b) and closed loop motion control (c–d) during phase II. Initial distance
dx: 0.05 m (a–c), 0.08 m (b–d). The square waveform in each plot is the reference force profile. Each plot
shows six consecutive perturbations.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, an HIL approach has been used to develop an automatic perturbator aimed at
investigating human postural response to external mechanical perturbations. The whole equipment
has been designed, modelled, simulated and tested under several operating conditions. The system is
capable of reproducing the human–machine interface constituted by a perturbation device handled by
an operator and a stricken body.

A final prototype of perturbator, based on a pneumatic actuator controlled by flow proportional
valves, has been made and tested, demonstrating accurate and repeatable performance. Both the
simulations and the experimental trials have shown that low friction cylinders as well as high flow rate
valves with short response time were crucial for this application. A mixed force-position closed-loop
control, able to switch between motion control (before the impact) and force control (during the contact
phase), provided the most reliable results.

Future experiments will focus on the improvement of the matching between real human
postural response and the test-bench behavior. Moreover, different actuation systems (e.g., electric
or electromechanical) for the automatic perturbator may be tested on the same HIL equipment with
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the objective being to improve accuracy of the system, especially for short-lasting perturbations
(duration < 250 ms).

8. Patents

Ferraresi, C., Franco, W., Maffiodo, D., De Benedictis, C., Roatta, S., Dvir, Z. Striker unit for
postural analysis, Italian patent n. 102018000010030, filed 5 November 2018, and issued 8 October 2020.
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